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Topic 7 – Overview of the Law of Contract: Ending the Contract + Remedies 

- ending the contract 

   > discharge by performance 

      - general rule = performance must be complete/performed exactly as agreed 

      - exceptions to the requirement of complete performance 

        > divisible or severable contracts (contrasted with entire contracts) 

        > the de minimis rule = about minimal things; beneath certain low level quantity regarded as trivial 

        > doctrine of substantial performance 

        > acceptance of partial performance 

   > discharge by agreement 

      - provision in original contract or in subsequent agreement (general rules of formation of contract apply) 

   > discharge by frustration 

      - performance of agreed obligations becomes impossible through no fault of either party 

      - contract automatically comes to an end, thereafter, neither party can demand further performance 

      - doctrine basis 

        > supervening event over which neither party has control, makes performance of obligation impossible 

        > if parties did perform obligations they would be doing something radically different from original contract 

      - non-frustrating events 

        > when performance simply becomes more onerous, inconvenient or expensive 

        > when specific provision has been made for the event in the contract 

        > when the event should have been foreseen 

        > when the particular event is self-induced 

        > where the contract is merely delayed or interrupted 

      - common law = contract not void ab initio (loss lies where it falls) 

        > contract discharged at the point of frustration and operates prospectively 

          - i.e. from the moment the frustrating event occurs 

        > so the parties are discharged from any further obligations under the contract 

        > deposit paid before discharge can’t be recovered as it was paid while the contract was void 

          - UNLESS there has been a total failure of consideration i.e. Fibrosa Spolka Akcyjna 

      - statute = Frustrated Contracts Act 1978 (NSW) 

        > enables court to apportion loss where contract has been frustrated 

      - Taylor v Caldwell [1863] 122 ER 309 (impossibility of performance due to destruction of contract subject) 

        > hall hired building for concert, building destroyed by fire shortly before concert date 

        > neither party to blame for fire, no provision made in contract to cover such a scenario 

        > fire entirely unforeseen event beyond control of either party, frustrates purpose of the contract 

        > contract terminated/discharged by frustration 

      - Krell v Henry [1903] 2 KB 740 (futility; impossibility of performance due to non-occurrence of essential event) 

        > H hired room to view coronation procession of King Edward VII 

        > paid deposit but procession postponed due to illness, K demanded payment of balance of rent 

        > H refuses to pay, contract frustrated due to factors outside of parties control 

      - Codelfa Constructions Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority NSW (1982) 149 CLR 337 (radical performance difference) 

        > company assumed that it could carry out work 25h/7d, as if SRA had done job itself 

        > C argued that if they couldn’t work as planned any additional costs should be paid by SRA  

        > contract frustrated because impossible legally to perform contract under original T&Cs  

        > C entitled to claim for payment based on quantum merit i.e. for the work already completed 
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        > quantum merit unavailable where the work involves a breach of contract 

      - Fibrosa Spolka Akcyjna v Fairbairn [1943] AC 32 (illegality; impossibility of performance due to law change) 

        > Polish company buying machinery from English company, contract made in 1939 (deposit) 

        > contract frustrated due to the outbreak of WWII 

        > defendant did work in preparation but no goods delivered 

        > plaintiff entitled to a refund of the deposit 

- ending the contract; discharge for breach 

   > condition = essential/major term 

      - breach = innocent party can affirm contract and claim damages OR terminate contract and claim damages 

   > warranties = not essential term; minor/ancillary term 

      - innocent party can claim damages only (can’t terminate so must still perform remaining obligations) 

   > intermediate/innominate = neither a condition or a warranty 

      - damages only if consequences of breach are not serious, damages and termination if consequences serious 

   > Bettini v Gye (1876) 1 QBD 183 

      - 3m contract for B to sing, term in contract that B had to arrive in London 6 days before 1st concert 

      - B arrived 2 days before 1st concert, G tried to terminate the contract on breach of condition of contract 

      - ‘condition = stipulation which goes to root of matter, so that a failure to perform it would render the 

performance of the rest of the contract a thing different in substance from what the defendant has stipulated for 

      - Judge held provision for arriving 6 days before was not a condition and therefore no breach 

      - B had already performed covenant to not sing in UK in months leading up to 30 March 

      - not showing for rehearsals could only affect performances during first weeks of concerts 

      - breach didn’t go to root of contract, and G was not entitled to terminate 

   > Tramways Advertising v Luna Park (1938) SR (NSW) 632 

      - LP rented ad space on trams for period of 3 years, ads on 53 boards to be displayed on tram roofs 

      - contract clause = ‘guarantee that board will be on tracks at least 8h/d throughout your season’ 

      - LP objected clause after 2nd season on basis that ads not in public view for 8h/d 

      - unlikely that LP could prove it had suffered any loss due to this breach 

      - however court decided that clause was a condition that had been breached 

      - therefore LP entitled to terminate contract after 2 years and avoid paying fee for 3rd year 

      - breach of condition gives innocent party choice to terminate and sue or affirm and continue 

        > innocent party obliged to continue with own obligation but can still sue for damages 

      - whether term in contract condition or warranty depends upon intention of the parties 

      - the test of essentiality 

        > promise of such importance that contract wouldn’t have been entered into without it 

        > only when assured of a strict or a substantial performance of the promise 

   > Associated Newspapers v Bancks (1951) 83 CLR 332 

      - B produced comic strip which was on front page, after 2 years of contract comic moved to p3 

      - held that obligation breached was condition which allowed B to rescind contract 

      - plaintiff wouldn’t have employed the defendant unless it had been assured promise performed 

      - defendant wouldn’t have made the promise unless he was assured his work published in particular way 

   > Hongkong Fir Shipping Co Ltd v Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Ltd [1962] 2 QB 26 

      - HKF hired out elderly ship under 2 year time charter party to KKK 

      - term required ship to be seaworthy  and to be in every way fitted for ordinary cargo service 

      - however crew insufficient in number and incompetent to maintain ship’s old fashioned machinery 

      - court of appeal held that ‘seaworthiness’ term was not breached in a sufficiently serious way; innominate 

      - Lord Diplock in Hong Kong Fir Shipping Co Ltd v Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Ltd [1962] 2 QB 26 

        > some breaches will deprive party not in default of substantially the whole benefit which it was intended 

that they should obtain from the contract 


